You Can Design This Machine Guard
In 2 ½ Hours…

Or In Just 14 Minutes.
Send For Our FREE Design Software And
See For Yourself.
Designing a machine guard, frame or enclosure can be a very time-consuming and
frustrating experience. Any errors, omissions or miscalculations can result in a structure
which is cumbersome to use, doesn't fit the application, or is totally useless. Our new
FrameQuoter design software eliminates these problems, and helps you create the ideal
structure, quickly and easily.

FrameQuoter Software Decreases Design Time By Up To 92%
And Eliminates Errors, Omissions and Hassles
Actual field studies have shown that our new FrameQuoter design software will
drastically reduce the amount of time required to design a machine guard or frame. And
because we have simplified and/or automated many functions ("snap-in-place" corner
brackets, automatically includes necessary machining, nuts, bolts, etc.), you will have
less errors, mistakes or hassles. You can be assured that every structure you design will
be right the first time, every time.

Easy To Learn, Easy To Use
This was the #1 design criteria. With even a basic knowledge of AutoCAD 2000, you will
quickly master FrameQuoter. We have shortened and/or eliminated many of the steps
necessary with other design software packages by using simple icons and drop-down
menus. A complete Bill of Materials is also only one mouse click away.

Incredible Life-Like Full-Color Graphics
FrameQuoter is the only design software package that enables you to develop wireframe,
hidden and shaded drawings in 2D and 3D, in both simplified and detailed views. The
"Detailed-Shaded" view shows you the final assembly with incredible detail & clarity:
Actual Screen Shot:

The Possibilities Are Endless
If you can build it with aluminum extrusions, you can design it with FrameQuoter. People
have designed wall racks, workstations, tables, machine bases, machining stations,
clean room enclosures, tool fixtures, and much more. Unlike other design packages,
FrameQuoter enables you to employ every FRAME-WORLD extrusion, and every bracket
and accessory into any drawing. You can even add non-FRAME-WORLD parts to the Bill
of Materials!

Request Your FREE Copy Of FrameQuoter Today
Just go to info@frame-world.com; enter "FrameQuoter" in the subject line, and give us
your name, company name and address. A free FrameQuoter CD will be sent out to you
right away. (For a free catalog, simply also put "Catalog" in the subject line)

